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Abstract: Auditory verbal halluci-
nations have attracted a great deal
of scientific interest, but despite
the fact that they are fundamen-
tally a social experience—in es-
sence, a form of hallucinated
communication—current theories
remain firmly rooted in an individ-
ualistic account and have largely
avoided engagement with social
cognition. Nevertheless, there is
mounting evidence for the role of
social cognitive and social neuro-
cognitive processes in auditory
verbal hallucinations, and, conse-
quently, it is proposed that prob-
lems with the internalisation of
social models may be key to the
experience.

Introduction

Auditory verbal hallucinations, the ex-

perience of ‘‘hearing voices’’, present us

with an interesting paradox: the experi-

ences are generated from within a single

individual but are typically experienced as

a social phenomenon—that is, a form of

communication from another speaker.

Current theories attempt to explain

auditory verbal hallucinations as alter-

ations to individualistic information pro-

cessing—namely, misattributions of inter-

nal thoughts as external phenomena due

to biases in cognitive monitoring [1]. The

fact that voices stem from an internal

source is, of course, clear, but the typical

experience of ‘‘hearing voices’’ is not that

thoughts seem to be ‘‘spoken aloud’’ but

that hallucinated voices have a social

identity with clear interpersonal relevance

[2]. In other words, voices are as much

hallucinated social identities as they are

hallucinated words or sounds.

Nevertheless, neurocognitive theories

have largely ignored how people who

‘‘hear voices’’ acquire what amounts to

internalised social actors. To illustrate the

extent of this neglect, a recent consensus

statement that described an integrated

cognitive model of auditory verbal hallu-

cinations [1] included only vague men-

tions of ‘‘perceptual expectations’’, ‘‘top

down influences’’, and ‘‘emotion’’ to

address how voices become distinguishable

as social identities, without any specific

suggestions for how these experiences take

a social form.

This clear omission is all the more

surprising given the significant advances in

the field of social cognitive neuroscience.

Although early theories in this field

focussed largely on the development of

abilities (like ‘‘theory of mind’’ and

‘‘mentalising’’), more recent work high-

lights the importance of developing inter-

nalised models of social actors for both

‘‘inner’’ social reasoning and ‘‘live’’ social

interaction (e.g., [3,4]). Here it is argued

that alongside the well-established difficul-

ties with source and intention monitoring

that lead to misattribution, auditory verbal

hallucinations may also involve a change

in the neurocognitive processes that sup-

port our internal social models of people

and how they behave.

The Social Cognition of Hearing
Voices

Although, at its root, all speech is a

social phenomenon, hallucinatory voices

have clear interpersonal characteristics

above and beyond the social basis on

which they rest. First, hallucinated voices

are usually experienced as having identi-

ties and making coherent communicative

speech acts [5] (see example in Box 1),

and, second, they are primarily experi-

enced as social actors the hearers can

relate to and interact with [6].

Phenomenological studies have report-

ed that between 30% and 69% of people

who hear voices experience them as

having specific personal identities (e.g.,

members of the family, God, celebrities)

[5,7–9]. The biggest study to date reported

that 31% of 199 voice hearers with

psychiatric diagnosis did not experience

anonymous voices, 32% experienced a

mix of known and unknown voices, and

only 37% experienced purely anonymous

voices [5]. However, these figures are

likely to be a minimum estimate of

whether voices are experienced as having

social identities, in terms of being able to

reliably distinguish them from other voices

by personal characteristics, because voices

may have social identities but still be

anonymous (e.g., identified only as an

‘‘unknown old woman’’ or ‘‘a man with a

deep voice’’, as in Leudar et al. [7], who

name them ‘‘incognito’’ voices). There is

evidence to support this from studies that

have specifically investigated this aspect of

the experience. Nayani and David [9]

reported that 61% of psychiatric voice

hearers knew the identity of their voices,

but an additional 15% had voices that

were familiar but unknown. McCarthy-

Jones et al. [5] found that 70% of voice

hearers reported voices that, regardless of

specific identity, were ‘‘like’’ people they

had spoken to in the past. In a qualitative

study of 50 psychiatric voice hearers,

Beavan [10] reported that characterising

voice identity, regardless of citing a specific

personal identity, was a major theme of

the experience of hallucinating voices. In
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other words, regardless of whether a voice

is associated with a personal identity in the

outside world, the process of recognising it

as a distinct social identity is likely to be a

key experience for many voice hearers.

Similarly, numerous studies have now

found that voice hearers understand their

connection with the voices in terms of

relationships and interact with their voices

in ways that ‘‘share many properties with

interpersonal relationships within the so-

cial world’’ [6]. Most obvious in this

regard is the fact that over 80% of people

who experience auditory verbal hallucina-

tions have reported that they are able to

engage in interactive conversations with

their voices [7,8]. Judgements about the

identity of hallucinated voices rely on

perceptual features similar to those re-

quired to judge identity when listening to

the voices of other speakers, with per-

ceived identity being an important medi-

ator of distress [11].

With regard to the effect of social

environment on voices, relationships with

the hallucinated voices are experienced in

terms of social power, while voice hearers’

perception of the external social world is

mirrored in their relationship with hallu-

cinated voices—similarly a significant me-

diator of distress [6,12]. Studies on

psychiatric voice hearers have indicated

that the social environment plays a role

not only in the formation of hallucinations

but also the maintenance of the experience

[12,13]. Although the risk of psychosis is

raised after the experience of trauma in

general, childhood sexual and emotional

abuse—but not physical abuse—predict

the presence of auditory verbal hallucina-

tions in adulthood [14,15], suggesting a

specific link with early relationship trau-

ma. In adult life, the death of someone in a

long-term, loving relationship will com-

monly lead to hallucinations of that

specific person, and hallucinated voices

are among the most common experiences

[16]. In line with phenomenological evi-

dence that voices are typically associated

with known people (either directly through

identity or through resemblance [5]), it

seems likely that intense emotion within a

relationship is associated with both the

formation and content of hallucinated

voices.

These results suggest that the experi-

ence of auditory verbal hallucinations is,

for most voice hearers, primarily a social

one, with social environment through the

lifespan having a specific effect on the

presence and form of voices. The fact that

most voices are perceived as having social

identities with which the hearer interacts

in ways verifiably similar to external social

relationships suggests that voices often

function as internal models of social actors.

Auditory Verbal Hallucinations and
Social Cognitive Neuroscience

The majority of studies on the cognitive

neuroscience of auditory verbal hallucina-

tions have not looked at ‘‘voices’’ as

specifically social phenomena, but there

is evidence that the neural networks

involved in supporting these experiences

have significant overlap with areas that

play a key role in social neurocognition.

Neuroimaging studies have linked audi-

tory hallucinations to functional and

structural differences in speech and lan-

guage areas—most notably the superior

and middle temporal gyri and the inferior

frontal gyrus (Broca’s area). In addition, a

wider network of non-sensory areas is

implicated. These include areas typically

described in the auditory verbal halluci-

nation literature as linked to cognitive

monitoring—namely, the dorsolateral pre-

frontal cortex, anterior cingulate, and

cerebellum—and areas typically linked to

emotion and affect regulation—namely,

the anterior insula, hippocampal and

parahippocampal regions, and the orbito-

frontal cortex [17,18]. However, these

areas typically described as monitoring

and emotion areas are also key compo-

nents in social neurocognitive networks

that make up the ‘‘social brain’’ [19,20].

Of particular interest in the network

commonly identified in neuroimaging

studies of auditory verbal hallucinations

is the temporoparietal junction, now

clearly identified as having a key role in

verbal working memory and social cogni-

tion [20] and, according to Saxe [21], a

central role in representing others’ mental

states. Using electroencephalography, this

area has been found to be active in the

second before the onset of auditory verbal

hallucinations [22], and 1-Hz repetitive

transcranial magnetic stimulation (used to

dampen down neural excitability) applied

to this area reduces hallucination intensity

[23]. In the only study that has directly

stimulated the temporoparietal junction

(increasing neural excitability in the area),

Arzy et al. [24] induced a clear experience

of social imagery in non-voice-hearing,

non-psychiatric participants in the form of

a ‘‘sensed presence’’.

Neuroimaging studies that have directly

compared the experience of auditory

hallucinations to imagined inner voices

have found remarkably similar brain activ-

ity, indicating that voices are not likely to be

just ‘‘misidentified thoughts’’ but specifical-

ly ‘‘misidentified voice images’’, potentially

experienced as unintentional because of an

altered sequence of activation in the

supplementary motor area and auditory

perceptual areas [25,26]. Such voice imag-

es have been found to have dissociable

neural substrates for spatial and social

identity properties [27].

Towards a Social Cognitive
Approach to Voices

There is good evidence that auditory

verbal hallucinations are usually experi-

enced as social entities with which voice

hearers have dynamic relationships and

which are associated with specific changes

to brain networks used to support social

cognition. It is surprising, therefore, that

cognitive and neurocognitive theories of

hallucinated voices have been almost

entirely individualistic in their approach.

Perhaps one exception is Fernyhough’s

[28] developmental theory that draws on

Vygotsky’s account of inner speech. Ac-

cording to Vygotsky [29], children learn

language through interaction and dialogue

with others. The dialogue format is then

used, first out loud, to problem-solve

(children literally talk to themselves), and

later becomes internal as we learn to

internalise speech as thoughts, with

thoughts retaining dialogic qualities and

having elements of ‘‘inner self-talk’’. Fer-

nyhough [27] uses this to explain how the

‘‘misattribution of thought’’ model of

auditory verbal hallucinations could pro-

duce speech-like experiences. However,

Box 1. Hallucinated Social Identities

‘‘I mean, there are two voices—Simon and Jeremy. Simon’s…um…like a demon
really. He’s very demonic and he…says people read my mind and they know I’m
evil…. I’ve got a year to live, that if I don’t do as I’m told the horrible horseman of
the apocalypse will come and get me and kill me and Armageddon will come and
the world will be destroyed. And then Jeremy—he’s just a little boy, he’s just full
of fun, you know, he’ll tell me things like—um—‘Move the food from the
cupboard and put it in mum’s chest of 7 drawers.’ Just stupid things like that. It’s
funny but it’s—it is annoying really.’’

—Lucy from Knudson and Coyle [33]
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this account still does not explain why

hallucinated voices are typically experi-

enced as distinct social identities with

which the hearer has a relationship. In

essence, it still strips the social phenome-

nology—and, therefore, it could be ar-

gued, key aspects of social cognitive

processing—from the experience.

Considering the evidence that auditory

verbal hallucinations involve a misattribu-

tion of internal phenomena as external

due to biases in cognitive monitoring [1],

we need to be clear about the nature of the

internal phenomena that are being misat-

tributed. It would be most parsimonious to

assume that these phenomena stem from

our normal ability to internalise models of

people we know and their voices, rather

than auditory hallucinations involving a de

novo generation of persistent and inter-

nally vocal social identities. Accounts

including internalised models of social

actors suggest that we internalise others’

voices and personalities so that we can

predict what someone would say or do in

any given situation [30]. These internal

models can be for specific people, so I can

imagine how my spouse might respond in

a hypothetical conversation, or for generic

stereotypes, so I can imagine how a

policeman or shopkeeper might respond.

Neuropsychological models of voice

hearing [17,18] suggest there is an impor-

tant component involved in the generation

of heard speech (changes to activity in the

language system) and an important com-

ponent involved in difficulty distinguishing

internal from external phenomena (altered

cognitive monitoring). The hypothesis

suggested here is that, in addition to these

well-established factors, there is an alter-

ation to the social cognitive or social

neurocognitive systems that support inter-

nal models of social actors and their

associated voice imagery, to explain why

voices are typically experienced as having

an identity and acting socially.

It is worth examining what this implies.

First, it implies that an ability to internalise

models of other people and generate

associated imagery of their voices is a

normal developmental process. Longitudi-

nal studies looking at developmental

psychology should see that this ability

develops in line with other social cognitive

processes, and that people with difficulties

in internalising predictive models of other

individuals should have marked social

difficulties. Secondly, it implies that chang-

es to the normal functioning of this system

play a causal role in many voice-hearing

experiences. Although typically experi-

enced as social, voice-hearing experiences

can range from simple repetitive syllables

to conversations between the hearer and

several hallucinated vocal identities.

Drawing on the work of Hassabis et al.

[30], the more a voice is experienced as

having a social identity, the more it should

involve processes that support the creation

of and prediction from internalised per-

sonality models at the cognitive and

neurobiological level.

Furthermore, considering that one of

the key experiences of voice hearing is the

lack of agentive control over the voices,

and that there is a link between social

stress, trauma, and auditory hallucina-

tions, the internal social models of indi-

viduals associated with intense traumatic

or emotional experiences should be less

predictable—and resultant imagery more

intrusive—than for individuals not associ-

ated with such experiences. In addition,

recent evidence has emerged that psychi-

atric voice hearers are much more likely to

identify voices as specific living people

than non-clinical voice hearers [31],

suggesting that social cognitive factors

may differ depending on the level of

disability associated with the experience.

To further clarify these issues there is a

clear need for more fundamental evidence

to be gathered about the nature of voice-

hearing experiences. Studies on how

voices are distinguished as ‘‘individuals’’,

which social characteristics they are

perceived to have, and how this is distinct

from being associated with specific identi-

fiable persons in the outside world (as

opposed to voices with distinguishable

personalities who remain ‘‘anonymous’’

or ‘‘incognito’’) are still lacking. Further-

more, little attention has been paid to how

voices evolve over time [32], and knowing

when voices become ‘‘social’’ may be key

to understanding the role of social cogni-

tion in the aetiology of auditory verbal

hallucinations.

Over the last decade, psychological-

level research has focussed on the link

between social cognition and auditory

verbal hallucinations and has amassed a

significant amount of evidence as a result.

However, researchers working in cognitive

neuroscience, who are specifically looking

to make links with neurobiology, have only

occasionally engaged with studies that

have investigated the social neurocogni-

tion of hearing voices. Despite some

provocative results, they have not yet used

paradigms that would disentangle the

extent to which the ‘‘social brain’’ is part

of the hallucinatory experience. This is

clearly an area where more targeted

research needs to be completed. Similarly,

more effort needs to be put into develop-

ing theories that include the socially

relevant evidence, as this has been largely

ignored in both cognitive and neurocog-

nitive accounts.

As one of our most enigmatic experi-

ences, ‘‘hearing voices’’ is at once both

individual and social. There is a clear need

to understand it in terms of the individual

mind and brain, and a clear opportunity

for it to shed light on the social world that

lives within us.
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